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By Mr. Nagle of Northampton, petition of William P. Nagle, Jr., for
legislation to increase the affordability and accessibility of Medigap
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In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Ninety-Five

An Act

to increase the

affordability

and

accessibility

of

medigap

INSURANCE.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:
1
SECTION 1. The General Laws are hereby amended by
2 inserting after chapter 176 J the following chapter:
3
4

CHAPTER 176K.
MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE PLANS.

5
Section 1. As used in this chapter the following words shall
6 have the following meanings, unless the context clearly requires
7 otherwise:
“Carrier”, an insurer licensed or otherwise authorized to trans8
-9 act accident and health insurance under chapter one hundred
10 and seventy-five; a non-profit hospital service corporation
11 organized under chapter one hundred and seventy-six A; a
12 medical service corporation organized under chapter one hundred
13 and seventy-six B; a health maintenance organization organized
14 under chapter one hundred and seventy-six G; and any entity
15 approved by the commissioner under chapter one hundred and
16 seventy-six I to operate an insured health plan that includes a
17 preferred provider arrangement which deliver or issue for delivery
18 in the Commonwealth policies for medicare supplement insurance
19 or medicare select insurance .
“Commissioner”, the commissioner of insurance
20
“Community rating”, a rating methodology in which the
21
for all persons covered by a particular policy for
premium
22

2
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23 medicare supplement insurance or medicare select insurance is the
24 same, based on the experience of all persons covered by the
25 policy, without regard to age, sex, health status, or occupation,
26 or any other factor which the commissioner may specify by
27 regulation.
28
“Eligible person”, any person who resides in the common-29 wealth for at least six consecutive months of each calendar year or
30 in the case of a health maintenance organization, for at least nine
31 months of each calendar year, and who is eligible for or enrolled
32 in Medicare coverage for both hospital and physician services due
33 to age or disability, and who is not eligible for employer-34 sponsored health care coverage, other than a person eligible for
35 Medicare coverage due solely to end-stage renal disease.
36
“Guaranteed renewable”, a policy provision whereby the
37 insured has the right to continue the policy for medicare supple-38 ment insurance or medicare select insurance in force by the timely
39 payment of premiums and the carrier has no unilateral right to
40 make any change in any provision of the plan while the plan is in
41 force, unless approved by the commissioner, and cannot cancel
42 or decline to renew, except for the nonpayment of premium, or
43 material misrepresentation.
“Initially eligible for coverage”, the date when an eligible
44
45 person first enrolled for benefits under Medicare Part B, lost
46 employer-sponsored health coverage due to termination of
47 employment or because of employer bankruptcy, moved out of the
48 service area of a health maintenance organization or became a
49 resident of the commonwealth.
“Insured”, a subscriber, policyholder, member, enrollee or
50
51 certificate holder.
52
“Late enrollee”, an eligible person who has submitted an
53 application for a policy for medicare supplement insurance or
54 medicare select insurance after the six-month period beginning
55 with the first month in which the individual first enrolled for
56 benefits under Medicare part B, or lost employer-sponsored cover-57 age due to termination of employment or because of employer
58 bankruptcy, or became a resident of the commonwealth; provided,
59 however, that an eligible person shall not be considered a late
60 enrollee if the person was covered under a previous health plan
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61 and the previous coverage was continuous to a date not more than
62 thirty days prior to the effective date of the new coverage
“Medicare”, Health Insurance for the Aged Act, Title XVIII of
63
64 the Social Security Act Amendments of 1965, as then constituted
65 or later amended.

“Medicare select insurance”, a type of health insurance issued
66
67 by a carrier which is advertised, marketed or designed primarily
68 as a supplement to reimbursements under Medicare for the
69 hospital, medical or surgical expenses of persons eligible for
70 Medicare which contains restricted network provisions and which
71 is issued under a demonstration project authorized pursuant to
72 amendments to the federal Social Security Act.
“Medicare supplement insurance”, a type of health insurance
73
74 issued by a carrier, other than a policy issued pursuant to a
75 contract under Section 1876 or Section 1833 of the federal Social
76 Security Act (42 U.S.C. Section 1395, et seq.) or a policy for
77 Medicare select insurance or a policy for Medicare supplement
78 insurance issued in the Commonwealth by a health maintenance
79 organization prior to the effective date of OBRA 90, which is
80 advertised, marketed or designed primarily as a supplement to
81 reimbursements under Medicare for the hospital, medical or surgi82 cal expenses of persons eligible for Medicare.
83
“OBRA 90”, the federal Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
84 of 1990 (P.L. 101-508) and as this act has been subsequently
85 amended.

“Participate in the market”, to offer, sell, issue, deliver, or
otherwise make effective, or renew, a policy for medicare supplement insurance or medicare select insurance
“Policy”, any policy, certificate, contract, agreement, statement
of coverage, rider or endorsement issued by a carrier for medicare
supplement insurance or medicare select insurance
“Pre-existing conditions limitation or exclusion”, a policy
provision which limits or excludes coverage for charges or
expenses incurred following the insured’s effective date as to a
95 condition for which medical advice was given or treatment wa
96 recommended by or received from a physician within six months

86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94

97 before the effective dt
vera
a
“Waiting period”,
period immediately subsequent to the
98
99 effective date of an insure
e during which the in

4
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coverage does not pay for some or all hospital or medical
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Section 2. (a) Notwithstanding the provision of any other law
the contrary, and subject to the provisions of OBRA 90
and Section 1882 of the federal Social Security Act (42 U.S.C.
Section 1395, et seq.), any policy for medicare supplement insurance or medicare select insurance offered, sold, issued, delivered,
or otherwise made effective or renewed by a carrier in the
commonwealth after July first, nineteen hundred and ninety-four
shall comply with the provisions of this chapter.
(b) A carrier that participated in the market on or after a date
set by the commissioner by regulation may not withdraw from the
market until all insureds of such carrier have had the opportunity
to join a policy for medicare supplement insurance or medicare
select insurance offered by another carrier during the next annual
open enrollment period or other enrollment period required in
section three.
(c) A carrier that withdraws from the market on or after the
effective date of this act may not participate in the market in the
commonwealth for five years from the date of withdrawal, unless
the commissioner finds that such re-entry shall be permitted
earlier than said five years due to a compelling public interest.
Section 3. (a) No carrier participating in the market shall, at any
time, deny or condition the issuance of any policy for medicare
supplement insurance or medicare select insurance available for
sale in the commonwealth, nor discriminate in the pricing of such
a plan, to any eligible person because of the age, health status,
claims experience, receipt of health care, medical condition of the
eligible person, or any other factor which the commissioner may
specify by regulation.
(b) No policy for medicare supplement insurance or medicare
select insurance may contain any waiting period or pre-existing
condition limitation or exclusion.
(c) No carrier participating in the market shall deny or condition the issuance of any policy for medicare supplement insurance
or medicare select insurance available for sale in the commonwealth, nor discriminate in the pricing of such a policy, to an
eligible person when an application for such a policy for medicare
supplement insurance or medicare select insurance is submitted
to

i
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during the six-month period beginning at the time the eligible
person became initially eligible for coverage.
(d) Every carrier that participates in the market shall offer a
policy for medicare supplement insurance or medicare select
insurance during an open enrollment period for eligible persons
commencing on February first and ending on March thirty-first of
each year, for coverage to be effective June first of that year or no
later than medicare coverage is first effective, whichever is
earlier. Every carrier that participates in the market shall make
available during the required open enrollment period to every
eligible person all policies for medicare supplement insurance or
medicare select insurance which that carrier is authorized to issue
pursuant to section four.
(e) A carrier may offer, sell, issue, deliver, or otherwise make
effective or renew a policy for medicare supplement insurance or
medicare select insurance to an eligible person at any other time
of the year, provided said carrier complies with the requirements
of this chapter.
(f) A health maintenance organization shall not be required
to accept applications from or offer coverage to an eligible person
if: (i) the eligible person does not reside in the health maintenance
organization’s approved service area; or, (ii) within said area, the
health maintenance organization demonstrates to the satisfaction
of the commissioner that it will not, within said area, have the
capacity in its network of providers to deliver services adequately
to new eligible persons because of obligations to existing
enrollees; provided that a health maintenance organization that
makes such a demonstration to the satisfaction of the commissioner may not offer coverage in such applicable area to any
other new enrollees or groups until the later of ninety days after
each such refusal or the date on which the carrier notifies the
commissioner that it has regained capacity to deliver services to
eligible persons for policies for medicare supplement insurance or
medicare select insurance.
(g) Any carrier shall make available all its policies for medicare
supplement insurance or medicare select insurance to any eligible
person of the commonwealth whose coverage under a policy
issued pursuant to a contract under Section 1876 or Section 1833
of the federal Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. Section 1395, et
seq.) has been canceled because the health maintenance organiza-
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tion’s contract with Medicare has been terminated. Such coverage

shall comply with all provisions of this chapter, and shall become
effective on the date that coverage under the risk or cost contract
ends.

(h) The commissioner may by regulation waive provisions of
this section for policies for medicare supplement insurance issued
in the commonwealth prior to the effective date of OBRA 90, or
such other date as the commissioner may specify by regulation in
order to comply with the provisions of OBRA 90 or for any other
compelling interest which the commissioner finds does not significantly affect the market for such policies or contracts in the
commonwealth.
Section 4. The commissioner shall, to the extent permitted by
OBRA 90, promulgate by regulation the plans for medicare
supplement insurance and medicare select insurance, and the
benefits for those plans, which may be offered, sold, issued, or
delivered, or renewed by a carrier on or after a date set by the
commissioner by regulation.
On or after a date established by the commissioner by regulation pursuant to this chapter, no carrier may offer, sell, issue, or
deliver any policy for medicare supplement insurance or medicare
select insurance unless it complies with the benefit designs set
forth in the commissioner’s regulations. The provisions of this
section shall also apply to all policies for medicare supplement
insurance or medicare select insurance renewed by any carrier
during and after the first calendar quarter of nineteen hundred and
ninety-five. Except as authorized by this chapter, as of the end of
the first calendar quarter of nineteen hundred and ninety-five, all
policies for medicare supplement insurance or medicare select
insurance in force in the commonwealth shall comply with the
requirements of this chapter. The commissioner shall promulgate
regulations to implement and enforce this section.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the commissioner shall not
require any carrier participating in the market to offer a product
that includes prescription drug coverage.
Section 5. Any eligible person who applies on or after a date set
by the commissioner pursuant to regulation for a policy for
medicare supplement insurance or medicare select insurance from
any carrier participating in the market in the commonwealth
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218 during the six-month period beginning at the time the person
219 initially became eligible for coverage shall have the right to any
220 of the policies for medicare supplement insurance or medicare
221 select insurance authorized in the commissioner’s regulations
Notwithstanding any provision of this chapter concerning
222
223 guaranteed renewability, the commissioner may by regulation
224 establish a process for the conversion of every carrier’s business
225 in force as of a date established in such regulations into the policy
226 for medicare supplement insurance or medicare select insurance
227 authorized by section four. The commissioner may by regulation
228 require that this conversion process be completed by the end of
229 the first calendar quarter of nineteen hundred and ninety-five and
230 implemented through a required special open enrollment period
231 prior to nineteen hundred and ninety-five, during which period
232 eligible persons may enroll without a surcharge for late enroll233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245

ment and upgrading.

249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256

commissioner.

Every policy for medicare supplement insurance or medicare
select insurance authorized to be offered, sold, issued, delivered,
or otherwise made effective, or renewed on or after a date

established by the commissioner pursuant to this chapter shall be
a guaranteed renewable plan with respect to an eligible person at
the option of the eligible person. A carrier that participated in the
market may, however, in its discretion and to the extent permitted
by OBRA 90, refuse to offer, sell, issue, deliver, or otherwise
make effective, or renew a medicare supplement insurance policy,
medicare select insurance policy or upon reasonable notice, cancel
such a plan of any person due to non-payment of premium or
material misrepresentation, or because the person does not live in
246 or has moved out of the health maintenance organization service
247 area, or has not resided in the commonwealth for the past six
248 months, or for any other cause which may be approved by the
Section 6. A carrier shall not participate in the market unless
the policy form or certificate form has been filed with and
approved by the commissioner
Section 7. (a) Any policy for medicare supplement insurance or
medicare select insurance offered, sold, issued, d
otherwise made effective, or renewed, on or after a date estab
lished by the commissioner, by any carrier in the commonwealth
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shall be community rated.
(b) The commissioner may by regulation permit a carrier whose
approved service area includes several different geographical
regions of the commonwealth to use separate rates for different
portions of its service area, provided the carrier’s proposed
regions do not contain configurations designed to avoid or
segregate particular areas.
(c) As of February first, nineteen hundred and ninety-five, a
carrier may apply a surcharge to the premium for a policy for
medicare supplement insurance or medicare select insurance to an
eligible person who upgrades coverage or is a late enrollee and
may discount the premium for a policy for medicare supplement
insurance or medicare select insurance for a person who has
enrolled during the six-month period beginning at the time the
person became initially eligible for coverage. For purposes of this
section, an eligible person “upgrades coverage” if the policy for
medicare supplement insurance or medicare select insurance
under which the eligible person is covered at the time of application for new coverage is of lesser actuarial value than the new
coverage, as determined in accordance with standards
promulgated by the commissioner. Any surcharge applied to the
premium of an eligible person who upgrades coverage or is a late
enrollee may not exceed fifteen percent annually, and may not be
charged for more than three years from the date it is first imposed
by the carrier. Any discount applied to the premium of an eligible
person who has enrolled during the six-month period beginning at
the time the person became initially eligible for coverage may not
exceed fifteen percent and may not be applied for more than three
years from the date such person first receives coverage under this
chapter. The commissioner may promulgate regulations to enforce
the provisions of this paragraph.
(d) After a date established by the commissioner pursuant to
regulation and subject to the provisions of subsection (g), every
carrier desiring to increase or decrease premiums for any policy
for medicare supplement insurance or medicare select insurance
or desiring to set the initial premium for a new policy for
medicare supplement insurance or medicare select insurance shall
file a rate filing or application with the commissioner at least
thirty days before the proposed effective date of such new rates.
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296 The commissioner may disapprove the proposed rates if they are
297 excessive, inadequate or unfairly discriminatory or do not other298 wise comply with the requirements of this chapter.
299
Such filings shall be deemed to be approved by the commis300 sioner not earlier than thirty days after the date of filing, provided
301

that;

(i) the filing complies with the anticipated minimum loss ratio
302
303 standards of subsection (e); and
(ii) the carrier submits, as part of such filing, a certification by
304
305 an officer of the carrier that the carrier is in compliance with the
306 provisions of this chapter. The commissioner may by regulation
307 specify such other information which shall be included in any
308 such filing.
309
Such filing shall not be disapproved by the commissioner
310 except after a hearing conducted pursuant to chapter thirty A
311 within thirty days after such filing. Any increase in premium rates
312 shall continue in effect for not less than twelve months, except
313 that an increase in benefits or decrease in rates may be permitted
314 at any time.
315
(e) The anticipated minimum loss ratio shall be:
316
(i) at least ninety-five percent of premium for medicare supple317 ment insurance or medicare select insurance issued by a nonprofit
318 hospital service corporation or medical service corporation for
319 the policy year which immediately follows the effective date of
320 this act;
321
(ii) at least ninety percent of premium for medicare supplement
322 insurance or medicare select insurance issued by a nonprofit
333 hospital service corporation or medical service corporation for
334 subsequent policy years;
335
(iii) at least eighty percent of premium for medicare supple336 ment insurance or medicare select insurance issued by commercial
337 insurers; and
338
Each policy for medicare supplement insurance or medicare
339 select insurance offered by a carrier shall independently meet the
340 applicable minimum loss ratio standard.
341
(f) A carrier shall annually report to the commissioner no later
342 than May first, the actual loss ratio calculated for each policy for
343 medicare supplement insurance or medicare select insurance for
344 the previous calendar year. In each case where the loss ratio for
345 policies for medicare supplement insurance or medicare select
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346 insurance fails to comply with the minimum loss ratio require347 ments of this chapter, the carrier shall issue a refund or credit
348 against future premiums to insurers. The instructions and format
349 for calculating and reporting loss ratios and issuing dividends and
350 credits shall be prescribed by the commissioner by regulation, and
351 shall be consistent with the requirements of OBRA 90.
352
(g) Every carrier, as a condition of doing business under the

353 authority of this chapter, shall file annually with the commissioner
354 a certification by an officer of the carrier that the carrier’s rating
355 methodologies and rates comply with the requirements of this
356 chapter and regulations promulgated under authority of this
357 chapter. Every carrier shall maintain at its principal place of
358 business for inspection by the commissioner a complete and
359 detailed description of its rating practices and such other informa360 tion as the commissioner may by regulation require.
(h) The commissioner may promulgate regulations to facilitate
361
362 the administration and enforcement of this chapter and to govern
363 hearings and investigations thereunder, and he may issue such
364 orders as she finds proper, expedient or necessary to enforce and
365 administer the provisions of this chapter and to secure compliance
366 with any rules and regulations made thereunder.
367
(i) The supreme judicial court shall have jurisdiction in equity
368 upon the petition of the commissioner and upon a summary
369 hearing, to enforce all lawful orders of the commissioner.
370
Any subscriber or carrier aggrieved by any action, order,
371 finding, or decision of the commissioner under this section may,
372 within twenty days from the date of receipt of such decision, file a
373 petition in the supreme judicial court for the county of Suffolk for
374 a review of such action, order, finding, or decision. An order of
375 notice returnable not later than seven days from the filing of such
376 petition shall forthwith issue and be served upon the commission377 er. Within ten days after the return of said order of notice, the
378 petition shall be assigned for a speedy and summary hearing on
379 the merits. The action, order, finding, or decision of the commis380 sioner shall remain in full force and effect, pending the final
381
decision of the court unless the court or a justice thereof after
notice to the commissioner shall by a special order otherwise
direct. The court shall have jurisdiction in equity to modify,
amend, annul, reverse or affirm such action, order, finding or decii
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sion and shall uphold the commissioner’s action, order, finding, or
decision if supported by the weight of evidence. The court may
make any appropriate order or decree. The court may make such
order as to costs as it deems equitable. The court shall make such
rules or orders as it deems proper governing proceedings under
this section to secure prompt and speedy hearings and to expedite

final decisions thereon.
Section 8. This chapter shall not apply to a policy or contract of
one or more employers or labor organizations, or of the trustees of
a fund established by one or more employers or labor organizations, or a combination thereof, for employees or former
employees, or a combination thereof, of the labor organizations.

1

SECTION 2. Section 1 of Chapter

118 F of the

General Laws,

as appearing in the 1992 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 inserting after the sixth paragraph the following:

7

4
That, there live within the commonwealth many thousands of
5 elderly persons who are beneficiaries of Title XVIII of the federal
6 Social Security Act as amended, but who cannot afford to

7 purchase insurance to supplement their medicare coverage and, as
8 a consequence, either forgo obtaining necessary medical care or
9 incur significant debt.

1
SECTION 3. Section 2 of Chapter 118 F of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1992 Official Edition, is hereby amended by

3 inserting after the definition of “Medicare program” the following
4 definitions:
5

“Medicare select insurance”, a type of health insurance issued
6 by a carrier which is advertised, marketed, or designed primarily

7 as

a supplement to reimbursements under Medicare for the hospi-

8 tal, medical or surgical expenses of persons eligible for Medicare
9 which contains restricted network provisions and which is issued

10 under a demonstration project authorized pursuant to amendments
to the federal Social Security Act.
“Medicare supplement insurance”, a type of health insurance
issued by a carrier, other than a policy issued pursuant to a
contract under Section 1876 or Section 1833 of the federal Social
Security Act (42 U.S.C. Section 1395, et seq.) or a policy issued
under a demonstration project authorized pursuant to amendments

11
12
13
14
15
16
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17 to the federal Social Security Act but including a policy for

18 Medicare supplement insurance issued in the Commonwealth by a
19 health maintenance organization prior to the effective date of
20 OBRA 90, which is advertised, marketed or designed primarily as
21 a supplement to reimbursements under Medicare for the hospital,
22 medical or surgical expenses of persons eligible for Medicare.
23
“Policy issued pursuant to a risk or cost contract”, a policy
24 issued by a health maintenance organization organized under
25 chapter one hundred seventy-six G pursuant to a contract under
26 Section 1876 or Section 1833 of the federal Social Security Act
27 (42 U.S.C. Section 1395, et seq.).
1
SECTION 4. Section 3 of Chapter 118 F of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1992 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3

4
5
6
7

inserting after the second paragraph the following paragraph:
It shall also be the purpose of the department to establish and
administer a subsidy program for the purchase of medicare select
insurance, medicare supplement insurance, or policies issued
pursuant to a risk or cost contract by residents of the commonwealth who are beneficiaries of Title XVIII of the federal Social
Security Act as amended, subject to the provisions of sections six

-8
9
10 and nine A.

1
SECTION 5. Section 6 of Chapter 118 F of the General Laws,
as
2
appearing in the 1992 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
3 inserting after subsection (1) the following:
4
(m) to provide a subsidy program, based on a sliding fee
5 schedule, for the purchase of medicare select insurance, medicare
6 supplement insurance, or policies issued pursuant to a risk or cost
7 contract by residents of the commonwealth who are beneficiaries
8 of Title XVIII of the federal Social Security Act, subject to the

9 provisions of section nine A.
1
SECTION 6. Section 7 of Chapter 118 F of the General Laws,
2 as appearing in the 1992 Official Edition, is hereby amended by

3 inserting after the third paragraph the following:
Another advisory board shall advise the department on matters
4
5 relative to the insurance needs of the elderly. Such board shall
6 consist of six members appointed by the governor, two of whom
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7 shall be representatives from advocacy groups for the elderly,
8 one of whom shall be a representative from the Massachusetts

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
-17
18
19

association of health maintenance organizations, one of whom
shall be a representative from a company operating under chapter
one hundred and seventy-five which offers Medicare supplement
insurance or Medicare select insurance to residents of the
commonwealth, one of whom shall be a representative from a
company operating under chapter one hundred and seventy-six A
or one hundred and seventy-six B of the General Laws which
offers Medicare supplement insurance or Medicare select insurance to residents of the commonwealth, and one of whom shall be
the secretary of the executive office of elder affairs or his

1

SECTION 7. Section 8 of Chapter 118 F of the General Laws,
as appearing in the 1992 Official Edition, is hereby amended by
inserting after the first paragraph the following:
The department shall also establish a subsidy program, consistent with this chapter, for the purchase of medicare select
insurance, medicare supplement insurance, or policies issued
pursuant to a risk or cost contract to improve the access to health
care of financially eligible medicare beneficiaries who are
residents of the commonwealth.

2
3
4

-5
6
7
8
9

designee.

SECTION 8. Chapter 118 F of the General Laws, as appearing
1
2 in the 1992 Official Edition, is hereby amended by inserting after
3 Section 9 the following new section:
4

Section 9A. The department shall, subject to appropriation or
5 subject to the availability of unappropriated funds, administer a
6 subsidy program, based on a sliding fee schedule to be developed
7 by the department, for the purchase of medicare select insurance,
8 medicare supplement insurance, or policies issued pursuant to a
9 risk or cost contract by residents of the commonwealth who are
10 beneficiaries of title XVIII of the federal Social Security Act as
11 amended. The department may establish such additional eligibility
12 requirements as it deems reasonable, including a requirement that
13 eligibility for a subsidy is limited to individuals whose income
14 does not exceed two hundred percent of the non-farm poverty
15 guidelines of the United States office of management and budget.
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16 In determining eligibility the department shall take into considera-17 tion the financial resources in addition to income which are
18 available to an individual.

19
The department shall promulgate regulations regarding
20 eligibility criteria, enrollment, and termination policies consistent
21 with the provisions of this chapter. The department shall establish
22 procedures consistent with the provisions of chapter thirty A by
23 which individuals who participate or are seeking to participate in
24 the subsidy program may appeal determinations of non-eligibility.
25
Any individual who is determined to be eligible for a subsidy
26 shall be issued a voucher by the department which may be used to
27 purchase or applied to the purchase of any medicare select
28 insurance, medicare supplement insurance, or policy issued
29 pursuant to a risk or cost contract. The department shall establish
30 a schedule of premium contributions utilizing a sliding scale
31 based on an enrollee’s income. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the
32 maximum subsidy payment to an individual for the purchase of
33 medicare select insurance, medicare supplement insurance or a
34 policy issued pursuant to a risk or cost contract shall not exceed
35 the amount of the premium for the lowest cost, comprehensive
36 coverage available in the geographic area in which the eligible
37 individual resides. The department is directed to designate
38 not more than four geographic areas of the commonwealth for
39 purposes of calculating the maximum payment.
SECTION 9. Chapter 118 F of the General Laws, as appearing
1
2 in the 1992 Official Edition is hereby amended by inserting after
3 Section 18 the following new section:
4

5
6
7
8
9
10

12

Section 18A. There is hereby established a medigap subsidy
trust fund which shall be administered and expended by the
department without further appropriation. The fund shall consist
of all monies appropriated and contributed for the use of the
department for the purpose of providing subsidies to eligible
individuals for the purchase of medicare select insurance,
medicare supplement insurance, or policies issued pursuant to
sk or cost contract. All monies appropriated for the use of the
for the purpose of providing such subsidies, and
department
ue
he amounts in said trust fund shall be deposited
jr retained in said trust fur
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SECTION 10. Section four of Chapter 62, as appearing in
2 the 1992 Official Edition, is hereby amended by striking the
3 words “five and ninety-five hundredths percent” in part (b) and by
4 inserting in their place the words “six and one one hundredth
5 percent.”
1

1

2
3
4
5
6

SECTION 11. Chapter 29 of the General Laws, as appearing in
the 1992 Official Edition, is hereby amended by inserting after
section two X the following new section:
Section 2Y. There shall be established and set up on the books
of the commonwealth a separate fund to be known as the Medigap
Subsidy Trust Fund. There shall be credited to said Fund the

7 following:
(a) six one hundredths of a percent of the amounts collected
8
9 pursuant to section four of chapter sixty-two as taxes on income,

10 interest thereon or penalties;
(b) any appropriation, grant, gift, or other contribution
11
12 explicitly made to said Fund;
(c) any income derived from the investment of amounts
13
14 credited to said Fund.
Amounts credited to said Fund may be expended, without
15
16 further appropriation, to provide income-based premium purchase
17 subsidies for medicare select insurance, medicare supplement
18 insurance, and policies issued pursuant to a risk or cost contract
19 pursuant to chapter one hundred and eighteen F; provided, further,
20 that the Fund shall be administered and expended in accordance
21 with the provisions of sections nine A and eighteen A of chapter
22 one hundred and eighteen F.
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